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ABSTRACT. Results from 15 years of work on glacier-bed mapping by radio-echo
soundings on Finsteraar-, Lauteraar- and Unteraargletscher, Switzerland, are summar-
ized, and a new and greatly improved map of the ice-thickness distribution presented. In
contrast to the tongue of Unteraargletscher, its two main tributaries, Lauteraar and
Finsteraar, are both deep and narrow, and ice-thickness determination depends on the
detection of more than just the primary reflection. Migrating the data led to considerably
improved bed determination. Wherever possible, additional information on ice thick-
nesses gained from numerous hot-water drillings to the glacier bed is used as an independ-
ent verification of the results of the radar measurements, and a fair agreement is found.

1. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of ice-thickness distribution is of fundamental
interest to most glaciological studies. Radio-echo soundings
are recognized as an efficient technique for mapping glacier
bed topography and internal layering (Robin and others,
1969; Watts and others, 1975; Bjo« rnsson, 1981; Bogorodsky
and others, 1985). Impulse radar systems were introduced
by Watts and others (1975) and have become standard
instruments for ice-thickness measurements on glaciers.
Several detailed descriptions of suitable systems for temper-
ate ice exist (Sverrisson and others, 1980;Watts andWright,
1981; Narod and Clarke, 1994; Funk and others, 1995). Seis-
mic reflection data-processing techniques such as migration
have been successfully adapted to radio-echo processing,
allowing the analysis of complex geometrical structures
(Yilmaz, 1987). Some of the recent advances in fieldwork,
data processing and interpretation are discussed in Herzfeld
and others (1993) andWelch and others (1998).

On Unteraargletscher, Bernese Alps, Switzerland, meas-
urements of ice thickness have a long tradition, the first
(unsuccessful) attempt by drilling being made by Agassiz
(1847). Reflection seismic and direct-current resistivity meas-
urements have also been used for the same purpose on this
glacier (Kreis, 1941; Knecht and Su« sstrunk, 1952; Kreis and
others, 1952; Ro« thlisberger and Vo« gtli, 1967; Sambeth and
Frey, 1987a, b). Starting in 1986, the bed topography was for
the first time determined by successive radio-echo soundings
(Funk and others,1995). By now a fairly dense net of about 40
profiles has been collected, covering the entire branched
glacier system. In this paper, we present new results from

radio-echo soundings on Lauteraar-, Finsteraar- and Unter-
aargletscher, anddiscuss various issues related to data proces-
sing and basal-topography determination using radio-echo
sounding. We concentrate on the particular requirements of
a narrow, deep channel shape and a thick temperate ice body
as typically foundonalpine-type valleyglaciers. An independ-
ent verification of radio-echo sounding results with boreholes
reaching the glacier bed is given.

Finsteraar- and Lauteraargletscher are the two main
tributaries of Unteraargletscher (see Fig. 1). They are both
roughly1km wide and have about the same surface inclina-
tion (approximately 4^5³). The steep side-walls indicate a
deep valley trough geometry. To determine ice thicknesses
in this type of geometrical configurationcanbe challenging.
If the maximum thickness is larger than half of the glacier
width, the first arriving reflection usually comes from a sec-
tion of the bed close to the side-walls. Information on the
deeper-lying sections of the bed is derived from later-
recorded segments of the signal. Due to longer travel paths,
the attenuation is greater and several different reflections
may overlap, necessitating careful data analysis.

2. INSTRUMENT AND METHODS

The design of the radar device used in this study is described
in Funk and others (1995) and based on Watts and Wright
(1981). It is a standard low-frequency type pulse system suit-
able for radar applications in temperate ice conditions. The
instrument’s special characteristic is an amplifier enabling
penetration through thick temperate ice bodies. Over the
last 5 years, various improvements have been made to the
original design. New robust and powerful, resistively loaded
antennas of 10, 20 and 40 m half-length allow for a choice of
accuracy and resolution depending on ice thickness. The
receiver unit is connected to a rugged, hand-held, digital
sampling portable oscilloscope, and data are downloaded
directly to a laptop computer. The oscilloscope is equipped
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with modern sampling and stacking features and guaran-
tees a recorded signal of high quality. Any extensive data
processing is useless if the measured signal does not have
enough information content. The equipment is lightweight
and consists of a few small individual components, making
it well suited for use in alpine environments. The battery
packs are the main source of weight. For normal use, the
instrument is loaded to two sledges. It is compact enough to
be carried in backpacks if needed.

Alpine-type glaciers are usually valley-shaped, and the
appropriate approach for mapping the spatial coverage of
the glacier bed topographies is by a set of cross-profiles.
Assuming reflection along a vertical profile plane only, is,
for most cases, a quite acceptable working hypothesis.
Longitudinal profiles could in principle provide additional
information and be linked with cross-profiles, but in prac-
tice such longitudinal profiling has proven to be of limited
use because most of the received reflections originate from
the side-walls. To avoid spatial aliasing during data proces-
sing, a data spacing not larger than about ¶/4 is required
(Yilmaz,1987;Welch and others,1998).This is the maximum
distance between individual traces not only along the
profile, but also between adjacent profiles. Such a short
spacing between profiles is, however, unrealistic for most
purposes, and in order to map a larger area a trade-off
between resolution and spatial coverage must be accepted.
Due to high signal attenuation in temperate ice and antenna
characteristics, the antennas must be spread out perpen-
dicular to the cross-profile direction (e.g. Arcone and
others,1995) to receive a signal of high quality.

An approach that has often been used to determine the
bed geometry from travel-time data is to plot the ellipses of
all possible reflection points for each measured travel time,

with sender and receiver at the two focal points.This proced-
ure can, however, be misleading. In particular, for deep
channels, where multiple reflections must be used, care must
be taken not to use too few data points (e.g. Rabus and
Echelmeyer,1997).

In this study, we applied a three-step procedure using the
software package Seismic Unix (Cohen and Stockwell,1996).
First the raw measurement data were treated with an auto-
matic gain control to accentuate later-arriving signal seg-
ments. High-frequency random noise was then eliminated
usingabandpass filter.The last step accounts for the omnidir-
ectional reflected signal and included a migration with a
phase-shift procedure. Ice thicknesses were then determined
through a time^space transformation of the two-way travel
times. The propagation velocity of electromagnetic waves in
temperate ice was assumed to be168 m ms^1 (Glen and Paren,
1975; Robin, 1975; Kovacs and others, 1995). Direct velocity
measurements in the field using the common-depth-point
method were attempted, but were not successful, due to
irregular bed topography. A common-depth-point array
requires a nearly surface-parallel bed section not found at
the field site. The final step consisted in merging surveyed
profile positions with the evaluated ice thicknesses and gain-
ing directly the coordinates of the bed topography.

3. SOUNDINGS

After the initial mapping of the lower reaches of Unteraar-
gletscher and, a few years later, of its confluence area, add-
itional measurements were carried out in order to fill some
gaps andto extend the coverage to Finsteraar- andLauteraar-
gletscher. Individual campaigns were always tied to specific

Fig. 1. Map of study area showing location of radar profiles (1987^91, grey; 1996^2002, black) and boreholes (filled circles).
Individual profiles referred to in the text are named.
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projects and not to a comprehensive mapping of all of the
glaciated area. The measurements were started as part of a
study of the interaction between the glacier and a scheduled
hydrological reservoir (Funk, 1987; Ro« thlisberger and Funk,
1987). Numerical modeling studies of the flow dynamics of
the confluence area (Gudmundsson,1997; Gudmundsson and
others,1997) and later of the whole glacier (Bauder, 2001a) led
to additional radio-echo soundings. All measured profiles are
shown in Figure 1. Between 1996 and 2001 the focus has been
on closing gaps between individual profiles considered to be
too wide, and on extending the coverage further up-glacier.
Various conflicts of interpretation have been resolved through
additional measurements, and it was recognized that several
earlier interpretations in the deep tributaries up-glacier from
the confluence area were too shallow (Bauder, 2001a).

4. RESULTS

Figure 2 gives an example of the results of different steps of
the signal processing for profile 97-f1 (see Fig. 1). This profile
is on Finsteraargletscher and can be considered typical for
the situation up-glacier of the confluence area where the ice
thicknesses are in general larger than half of the glacier
width. In the raw data (Fig. 2a), the signal of the direct air-
wave is clearly visible, while bed reflections are hardly identi-
fiable. The positive effect of changing the antennas in the
central part of the profile, so as to improve the strength of
the reflections, is apparent in the data. After the gain and fil-
tering step has been performed (Fig. 2b) the information in
the later segments of the signal appears much more clearly,
and the first and second reflections result in a typical bow-
tie pattern. Different migration procedures were tested, and
the best results obtained using a phase-shift migration (Fig.
2c). After the migration step, the reflection horizon of the
glacier bed can clearly be followed, even for the deepest part
of the bed. On the lefthand side, the less clear reflections sug-
gest the presence of an almost vertical cliff or some disconti-
nuities perpendicular to the profile plane.

For the same profile, the corresponding ellipses were
plotted and analyzed, and compared with the migrated
profile (Fig. 3). The determined envelope, drawn as a dashed
line, gives smaller ice thicknesses than the migrated data.
Only by arbitrarily increasing the thicknesses based on the
envelope of the ellipses by 5% (solid line) does one obtain
ice thicknesses that agree well with the migrated result. Care
must be taken in interpreting the individualwiggles in Figure
3 directly, as the amplitudes of the primary impulse of the
reflections turned out to be smaller than subsequent ones.

The discrepancy between envelope technique and
migration processing is worrying, and led us to remeasure
previously investigated sections above the confluence area
with shorter trace spacing than had been done earlier.
Re-analysis of this denser dataset using the simple envelope
technique now led to ice thicknesses which were essentially
identical to the previous migrated results. Only the above-
described method, with migration, obtained clearly defined

Fig. 2. Profile 97-f1: raw data (a), after gain and filtering (b) and migration (c).

Fig. 3. Comparison of thickness in profile 97-f1 determined by
ellipse envelope (dashed line) and 5% enlarged (solid line),
coinciding with the reflections resulting after migration.
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reflections in the central and deepest part of each profile. In
both tributaries the largest thickness values of 400^450m
are found at 0.5^1km above the confluence area.

Figure 4 shows a contour plot of bed topography using
all the data so far available. Interpolating the very unevenly
scattered input data to a uniformly spaced grid is a challen-
ging task. Applied directly to the dataset, most standard
interpolation routines give spurious results. Our approach
is based on using continuously differentiable, quintic poly-
nomial interpolation functions in two variables (Akima,
1978). In addition to the radar sounding data, we included
four different types of information:

(1) The glacier boundary was determined photogrammetri-
cally, and only outcropping rocks were used. An
important aspect is that the boundary was not considered
as a discontinuity.

(2) A digital elevation model (DEM) of the surrounding
terrain was also included in the dataset. For a flanking
stripe the high-precision Swiss DEM in 25 m resolution
was used (L+T,1993).

(3) As a working hypothesis, it was assumed that in flow dir-
ection the gradients are moderate. Between the deepest
locations on adjacent profiles, two linearly interpolated
points were introduced.

(4) Where the contour plot was determined by visual inspec-
tion to be less than satisfying, some fine tuning was done
in an iterative manner by manually setting the thickness
at a limited number of locations based on a visual inter-
polation of the original data.

The first two steps influenced the result primarily in the
border area. The third step yielded the main enhancement
of the procedure, while the fourth led to a marginal refine-

ment and did not significantly affect the resulting ice-thick-
ness distribution.

Fig. 4. Contour map of glacier-bed topography of Unteraargletscher. Contour interval is 50 m. Coordinates are in metres and cor-
respond to the official Swiss coordinate system.

Table 1. Borehole comparison statistics

Borehole Depth Difference Distance

m m m

B96-B 255.5 ^2.4 67.9
B97-1 262.0 ^6.3 82.4
B97-2 254.0 1.8 81.3
B99-01 263.5 ^22.4 19.6
B99-03 255.2 ^14.0 22.1
B99-02 251.0 ^9.7 24.4
B99-10 247.3 ^0.4 92.4
B99-04 252.0 ^5.1 95.9
B99-05 231.0 13.6 101.6
B99-06 248.6 ^4.3 104.2
B99-07 215.6 16.5 32.9
B99-08 178.5 29.2 5.6
B99-09 146.0 27.6 25.7
D00-500 114.0 ^49.3 115.2
D00-501 157.0 ^62.1 137.3
D00-502 187.0 ^56.8 129.1
D00-503 211.0 ^15.9 142.5
D00-504 247.0 ^51.9 119.4
D00-505 260.0 ^23.0 120.4
D00-552 188.0 ^42.3 41.9
D00-510 343.0 ^11.0 108.1
l01-1 120.0 ^4.4 75.9
l01-2 243.0 3.8 74.9
l01-3 380.0 0.7 67.9
l01-4 425.0 17.3 59.9
l01-5 398.0 14.4 32.2
l01-7 400.0 30.1 48.6

Mean 249.4 ^8.4 75.2
rms 26.7
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Another often-used approach is to interpolate the ice
thickness and determine the bed topography by subtracting
the thickness from the surface instead of the bed topography
directly. The advantage of this approach is that the ice thick-
ness sometimes varies less strongly than the bedrock topog-
raphy. This approach, however, is unsuitable for Unteraar-
gletscher because of its high surface roughness (Bauder,
2001b).

Several boreholes to the bed have been drilled during the
last 5 years at different locations on the glacier (see Fig.1).We
evaluated 27 boreholes with precisely surveyed positions and
reliable thickness values. During the borehole campaign 2000
the shape of the new drilled boreholes was surveyed thor-
oughly by inclinometry. We found a fair agreement with
measured thickness during drilling, and small vertical devi-
ations. The range of differences in ice-thickness values
obtained by these two methods is listed inTable 1. The table
also lists the distance between each borehole and the closest
point in the input dataset of the interpolation, and the overall
mean and rms of the differences.The mean of the difference is
^8.4 m, while the rms is 27 m. Only weak evidence exists that
in shallow areas drillings tend to be deeper while in deeper
areas the drillings may have reached the bed too early. The
evaluated differences between drillings and interpolation
show no dependence on the depth or the distance to the clos-
est point in the input dataset.

In some instances, the comparison between individual

borehole depths and the radio-echo thickness required
considerable spatial interpolation of the radio echo. A more
direct comparison can be made where a group of boreholes
are close to a radar profile. In areas B, D and L (see Fig.1),
several boreholes lie on a transect in close proximity to a
radar profile. The borehole depths were projected to the
profile plane (Fig. 5). In general, a better agreement
between borehole depths and the radio-echo sounding is
found for these boreholes.

Area B

Soundings of profile 87-7 dating from 1987. No digital regis-
tration was possible, and analysis is based on the envelope
technique. Some of the clustered boreholes in the center lie
up to 100 m further down-glacier.

Area D

All boreholes lie 125^150 m up-glacier of the profile plane.
Artifacts in the data due to antenna defects substantially
reduced the quality of the measurements on profile 96-u2.
No digital data were recorded and saved. Only first reflec-
tions were used for the interpretation. Comparison shows
the largest differences (see Table 1) between drilling and
interpolation bed elevations.

Area L

The two neighboring radio-echo sounding profiles 91-e and
98-l5, dating from 1991 and 1998, respectively, were pro-
jected onto an intermediate plane. This profile on Lauter-
aargletscher represents a typical situation encountered on
this glacier and on Finsteraargletscher, of a deep and
narrow channel with steep facing side-walls.The previously
discussed differences in results based on different analysis
techniques are clearly visible (Fig. 5a).The earlier interpret-
ation of profile 91-e is based on an iterative method of calcu-
lated theoretical travel times for a given profile surface, and
continuously adapted to the measurements until a threshold
is reached (Funk and others,1995).The analysis of measure-
ments 98-l5 follows the fully digital interpretation as
described above. The smallest deviations between drilling
and radio-echo sounding appear in this area.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The main aim of this study was an area-wide determination
of the thickness across the glaciated area, and some reduc-
tion in achievable resolution was accepted. For this purpose,
the chosen strategy with a set of cross-profiles and migration
only in profile plane was adequate. Additional use of longi-
tudinal profiles did not work in the existing topographical
situation due to difficulties in determining the true location
of the reflections. Information on the deepest sections could
rarely be obtained from longitudinal profiling. Only cross-
profiling is to be recommended.

The analysis showed that dense measurements (spacing
not larger than ¶/4) are the most important single require-
ment for a successful bed determination. To determine the
bed in the deepest part of the profiles required not just the
inclusion of secondary reflections, but rather a complete
migration using all of the information content in the signal.
The simple envelope technique uses only a small part of the
available information.The propagationof an electromagnetic

Fig. 5. Comparison of radio-echo results with boreholes.
Transects L (a), D (b) and B (c) as seen in flow direction.
Surface elevation is dated from fall 1999.
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signal through several-hundred-meter thick, temperate ice
results in considerable signal attenuation. Nevertheless, the
instrument used and the applied measurement procedure
proved to be an efficient and powerful tool for radio-echo
sounding surveys on thick, temperate valley glaciers.

In the tributaries Lauteraar- and Finsteraargletscher,
the new ice-thickness map shows deeper central bed topog-
raphy than earlier mapping results based on radio-echo
soundings (Funk and others, 1995) or reflection seismic sur-
veys (Knecht and Su« sstrunk, 1952; Kreis and others, 1952).
In this area, the relief is characterized by a roughly 900 m
wide, 400 m deep channel with steep side-walls. The exist-
ence of riegels at the entrance of the confluence area ö still
apparent in the map, but less so than in previous ones (Funk
and others, 1995) ö is questionable. Even the recent meas-
urements along cross-profiles over the riegels have proved
inconclusive. The small and remote steep firn area is still
lacking in the determined map. Highly crevassed icefalls
and omnidirectional reflections have so far prevented
accurate ice-thickness determination in this area.

In general, ice-thickness determination by hot-water
drilling compared quite well with the radar-sounding
results. The agreement is excellent for the uppermost area
on Lauteraargletscher (area L), but is somewhat less satisfy-
ing for the two lower areas B and D on Unteraargletscher
where the measurements are older and of poorer quality.
In area L, the drillings and the repeated radio-echo sound-
ings were made purposely along the same transverse profile.
For area D, most of the differences are presumably due to
interpolation errors.The reason for the observed differences
in area B is not clear and remains to be investigated in more
detail. There are several indications that below the conflu-
ence area the bed is soft (Sambeth and Frey, 1987b;
Gudmundsson and others, 1999). Possibly, the underlying
sediment layer and a potential debris-rich basal ice layer
influence drillings and radio-echo soundings differently.
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